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ABSTRACT: The amount of information has grown exponentially, making it challenging for search engines to 

retrieve relevant data. To increase QA accuracy, a neural network factoid question answering algorithm was developed 

in this study. Using the wikiQA dataset, the method was developed, examined, and tested.The algorithm effectiveness 

was assessed using statistical assessment measures and our results presented that the algorithm increased accuracy from 

the RoBERTa-Base+SPP. The proposed study achieved Model Accuracy Performance (MAP) of 93.0% andMean 

Reciprocal Rank (MRR) of 93.3%. The accuracy of the data from this study is superior to that of Bigram-CNN, LSTM, 

and RoBERTa+SPP. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In Artificial Intelligence (AI), there is a technique called NLP [1], a method for analysing natural language 

informationin form of text, sound, visuals and images[2][3].QAS formulates queries posed in natural language and is 

capable of understanding them[4].Then, using NLP, it extracts the question from the corpus and returns 

responses[5][6]. In context of IR, QA is the technique of answering natural language queries[7]. 

 

Answers are retrieved from a set of natural language documents by QAS[5].It responds to a wide range of queries, 

including those that are cross-lingual, hypothetical, semantically limited, factual lists, definitions, how, and why[3]. 

The search collections include regional documents, internal organizational papers, news articles, and the World Wide 

Web[1]. IR is primarily concerned with the processing, storing, and retrieving numerous forms of the data. In this 

sector, text retrieval has attracted the most attention[3][1][4][5][7].For many years, retrieving documents with 

responses to users' natural language questions has been the primary objective of IR. Document retrieval has evolved 

with the advent of the web and the rapid expansion of search engines[3].Given this avalanche of information, the IR 

community has focused heavily on accuracy in giving the precise information the user has requested[3][5][7]. 

 

A QA system automatically find answers to questions asked in natural language using NLP[4].A QA system may 

utilise a local or internet database or document collection as the source of the answer. Processing of the Question 

processing, Retrieval of the Passages, and Processing the final Answer are the three main components of a QAS[8].In 

the stage of question processing, the user query's requirements and objectives are extracted along with the query's 

structural data[9][10]. Passage retrieval is process of locating the texts and passages within the text collection that 

contain the solutions[10]. Answer processing phase is the stage in which the solution is discovered among the possible 

sentences[10].After the relevant answers that were pulled from the passages have been assessed, most pertinent 

solution is returned as solution[9]. 

 

Major objective of a QAS is to supply the wanted information precisely while requiring minimal human work 

[10][11]–[13]. Natural language data inquiries are regularly made by users of digital information. Search engines 

deliver a group of the most documents which are relevant in answer to a question, but user must further investigate 
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these articles to discover the desired response, which takes a lot of time[9]. In order to get specific information from the 

corpus that answers the enquiry, IR approaches are used from the standpoint of a QA system [14]. Due to the amount of 

information that has grown exponentially and readily available on the WWW, search engines have become much more 

common[1][4]. However, due to information overloading from the amount of information that has grown 

exponentially, search engines face difficulties in the extraction of pertinent and relevant data. 

 

A factoidQA algorithm is suggested in this study, which crawls through the search engine's results to find the most 

correct response in the form of a single syllable or word.The system extracts keywords and conducts keyword analysis 

in order to search for and find the answer[5]. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

M. Wang, (2006) studied IR techniques for answering factoids. The author examined simillarities and 

connections of textual implicationalso zeroanaphora resolutionby pertinent work and discovered that dependence 

structures' full potential for determining QA equivalence haven’t been achievedfully. It was learnt that QA systems 

have relied upon to assess structural matching have mostly remained ad hoc [11]. 

 

The factoid QA system that M. Vinodkumar Sadhuram et al. (2020)used the analysis of lexical chain and 

keywords to developed factoid QAS that used answers factoids from a collection of articles. The author used 

reasoniung to rate the model perfomance. SQUAD1.0 dataset split at the ratio of 80:20, training and validation 

respectively was used  for validating, training and testing their model. It achieved TF-passage IDF's retrieval accuracy 

of 69.69% and was averaged at69.93% [5]. 

 

In 2020 M. A realistic QA architecture was developed by Y. Day et al. that combined BERT, Q-EAT and AT 

models for query classification. The authors found that classifying questions and responses can increase the Exact 

Match (EM) ratio. When the response category and the query are the same, the prediction accuracy improves. [15]. 

 

B. Ojokoh et al.,(2021) developed a Bengali language closed domain factoid QAS. The responses retrieved 

when their model was applied had an accuracy of 66.2% and the response accuracy without the model was 56.8%. 

Their  system managed to retrieve 72% of the documents. The questionclassifiers achieved an accuracy of 90.6% and 

document classifiers achieved an accuracy of75.3% over five coarse-grained categories.[13]. 

 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Dataset: 

The WikiQA dataset was used in this work for model validation. A new set of questions and sentences that are 

available to the public, WikiQA dataset, was gathered and annotated for study on question answering[16].In order to 

accurately reflect the genuine information needs of the general user, questions were derived from Bing query logs. Each 

query contains a link to a possible solution on a Wikipedia page. The corpus consists of 29,258 sentences and 3,047 

questions, with 1,473 sentences designated as answers to the related questions[16], [17], [18]–[25],[26]–[30]. 

 

B. Experimental Setup: 

The algorithm was developed using Pythonlanguage with built-in machine learning dependencies. Hugging Face's 

Transformers, Matplotlib, Keras, Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK), Scikit, are the primary libraries used in this 

work.For the experiment we used a laptop running Windows 10 OS with a 500GB hard disk drive and an Intel(R)-

Core(TM)i5 CPU @ 1.80GHz and 1.8GHz processing specs. 

 

C. Preprocessing: 

This phase is a vital component of NLP tasks, which formats text to bemore predictable, understandable and 

readyfor text classification algorithms[31]. Additionally, pre-processing decreased the feature sparsity of feature 

representations, making it a tried-and-true technique for enhancing the prediction ability of the classifier algorithms, 

and shortens the training period by minimizing the required computational resources of a classifier[32][33]. Following 

is the initial processing of the dataset: 
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Step 1:  Cleaning the text: 

Eliminate any terminology, tags, and URL prefixes beginning with "https:" and "http://." that conflicted with 

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) requirements. 

 

Step 2: Tokenization: 

The tokenize() technique breaks paragraphs into sentences and sentences into words. For example, “Hey there. 

How are you” is broken into [‘Hey there’, ‘How are you’] and further broken to [‘Hey’, ‘there’, ‘How’, ‘are’, ‘you’]. 
 

Step 3: Stemming: 

The phenomena of stemming is the existence of several word forms [34]. Stemming removes a word's suffix 

using the PorterStemmer() function. For instance, the root word "speak" has the variants "talking," "talks," and 

"talked." 

 

Step 4: Lower casing: 

The sample's word tokens were all converted to lower case. 

 

Step 5: Stop word removal: 

NLTK was used to eliminate stop words like "the", "is", "are", "it", and "a". 

 

Step 6: Removal of Null values: 

All rows with null values were removed using a pandas library to avoid to programming errors due to null 

values. 

 

D. Proposed Method: 

 

Step 1: Question Pre-processing 

 

This is the most crucial tenet to follow when a precise grasp of the knowns and unknowns is the goal. [35] 

 

Question.: “Who is the president of Zimbabwe?” 

 
The grammatical structure needs to be looked at before asking the QAS the aforementioned question. 

Statistical techniques like Maximum-Entropy-Tagging or Hidden-Markov-Model (HMM) Tagging are used to tokenize 

the query and assign the proper part of speech tags (POS). 

 

Who/WDT, is/IN, the/DT, president/NN, of/JJ,Zimbabwe/NNP,?/. 

 

The parts of speech must be allocated in order to perform word-meaning-disambiguation, dependency-parsing, 

stemming, and Named-Entity-Extraction. The Named-Entity-Recognition (NER), which extracts proper names present 

in a phrase and categorizing them accordingly to their sort, was utilized in combination with Penn-Treebank-tag-set for 

English. 
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Zimbabwe.:(GPE.)president.:(ORG.) 
 

Syntactic parsing use parse trees to specifysyntactic structure of a sentence. The dependencies between the 

tree's nodes were specified using the CLEAR NLP tags. Semantic analysis was utilized to pinpoint aspects like known 

data, unknown data, and query constraints in order to create a meaningful representation of the query. 

 

In order to retrieve relevant documents, a question built by features collected previouslyis executed on data 

repositories. A frame-based form with these properties was created and saved.  

 

[person.:[president.: zimbabwe.]] 

 

A comparable question that the system had already successfully responded to was located using classification.  

 

QType..:(PERSON.)(country.) 
 

The below query was created based on the frame-based structure and operators. Boolean, logical, and 

assignment operators were utilized to show how the constraints, known and unknown characteristics, and both, relate to 

one another. By connecting the sub-questions of each of the several sub-questions, concatenated questions can be 

formed. As a result, brackets must yield to logical and boolean operators. 

 

(person.)? (president.)? ==(president.)?(zimbabwe.)? 

 

Step 2:  Passage Retrieval 

 

The process of passage retrieval identifies the passages or papers which are most likely to contain the correct 

answer in the batch of documents[2]. All the relevant documents are retrieved from the corpora when the query is 

conducted[10]. The employed techniques were the query domain analysis and domain's pages hierarchical clustering. 

By concentrating on areas that appeared often, the document's dimensionality was significantly decreased. 

 

(person)= (president) =(country) 
 

This approach drastically reduced the search space by focusing on the pertinent document groups and even 

searching across the hierarchy levels. Relevant excerpts that might help in constructing answers are selected from these 

texts. We removed passages that don't have plausible solutions. ranking was determined by set of factors, including 

named entities, search phrases, and their proximity. 

 

{A1:KemboDugishCampbell Mohadi is a Zimbabweanpolitician and former Vice-President of Zimbabwe who served 

from 28December2017to1March2021.}, 

{A2:Mnangagwawas sworn in as president of Zimbabwe on 24November2017 at the national sports stadium in Harare 

before crowd of around 60000}, 

{A3: Robert. Gabriel. Mugabewas a Zimbabwearevolutionary and politician who served as PrimeMinister of 

Zimbabwe from 1980 to 1987 and then as President from 1987to2017}, 

{A4:Emmerson Dambudzo Mnangagwa is a Zimbabweanrevolutionary and politician who has served as President of 

Zimbabwe since 24November2017.}, 

{A5:Chiwengathe vice presidentof Zimbabwe isthe 2nd highest political positionobtainable in Zimbabwe} 

 

Vector-Space-Model, was used to represent the relevant queries and documents as vectors of features that 

indicates terms in relevant documents. This was done for the purposes of IR and response extraction. The search 

procedure used stemming and lemmatization, which were carried out in the first phase, to provide an exact frequency 

count for a specific phrase. The procedure next selects the proper response from the group of possible answers 

produced in the previous stage by using N-gram tiling to produce five potential answers. The initial stage of N gram 

tiling, known as N gram mining, involved retrieving and weighting each unigram, bigram, and trigram from the filtered 

passages.  

 
Step 3:  Answer Processing 
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The chosen response is selected from a set of initially discovered potential responses. In this final step of the 

problem-solving process, each solution on the list of possible solutions must be evaluated and ranked. If you want to 

know if a response is the best or most correct one that is possible, you need to go back and study the steps that lead to 

it. Based on the information gathered, an answer can be rejected or accepted and assessed with its accuracy.  

 

1.)A2,A4(0.986,0.92):Emmerson Mnangagwa 

2.)A1,(0.5)Kembo Mohadi 

3.)A3,(0.4):Robert Mugabe 

4.)A5,(0.30):Chiwenga 

 

Using N-gram scores, the candidate replies are sorted and scored at this stage. A candidate solution with 

highest accuracy is most likely to be the correct answer, and the one with the least accuracy is removed until we end up 

with one correct answer. 

 

Answer.: “Emmerson Mnangagwa” 
 

Three key processes must be finished before the response can be given in a whole sentence: choosing the topic, 

organizing the material, and creating the entire phrase. Answers A2 and A4 both returned one fact, although they do so 

from different sources, whereas response A2 includes two terms that explain a connected reality.The logical next step 

after choosing the proper material is ordering the information, by combining it into a coherent order usingand Entity-

Grid-Representations and Coreference-Based-Coherence algorithms. Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), was used to 

evaluate and rank answers from the first candidate answer set. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We compared the results of our algorithm against results produced byRoBERTa-Base + SPP, RoBERTa-Base Joint 

MSPP, RE2, Hyper QA, LSTM and Bigram-CNN. The algorithm was tested on WikiQA dataset with training: testing 

ratio of 80:20. We used two standard functional metrics, MAP and MRR. The model’s performance onQA was used 

toevaluation it. 

A. Analysis ofModel Accuracy Performance (MAP) 

 

The comparison results of our algorithm with othersix baseline algorithms are tabulated in Table I.Results shows 

that our algorithm produced the best MAP of 93%. There is no much difference in accuracy of transformer-based 

algorithms. Transformer-based algorithms outperformed RE2and Hyper QA algorithms.An accuracy of 65.2% was 

produced by the least performing algorithm, this is becauseBigram-CNN can’t capturelong-term dependencies better 

than transformers. 

 

Algorithm MAP MRR 

-ProposedAlgorithm. 0.930. 0.934. 

-R0BERTa-Base+SPP. 0.887. 0.899. 

-R0BERTa-BaseJointMSPP. 0.885. 0.890. 

-RE2. 0.7452. 0.7618. 

-HyperQA. 0.712. 0.727. 

-L.S.T.M. 0.6552. 0.6747. 

-BigramCNN 0.6520. 0.6652. 

Table.1:MAP and MRR scores of the QAS algorithms on wikiQA dataset 

B. Analysis ofMean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) 

 

Table I: shows that our algorithm and RoBERTa-Base + SPP recorded the highest MRR of 93.4% and 89.9% 

respectively, whilstleast MRR score of 66.5%was recorded for Bigram-CNN.Despite of the results of Bigram-CNN, it 

scored an MRR which is greatermodels using classical machine learning. This confirms that the performance of NLP 

tasks is improved by attention tasks. 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

Exponential growth of information on the World Wide Web(WWW) has made QAS become more prevalent. 

Because of the abundance of information, search engines find it challenging to extract more relevant and contextual 

data.Thethesisexplored various transformer-based models for answering factoids.We used two state of art metrics, 

MAP and MRR to evaluate our algorithm’s performance.Our algorithm outperformed other algorithmsand we, 

therefore,conclude that it can improve accuracy of information retrieved by factoid QA. The algorithm searches 

through the pages and documents that Google search results provide and responds to a query with a single word or 

sentence. In future work we plan to be able to process a query from images, audios and videos, and also expand the 

QAS to answer factoid questionsposed in a variety of natural languages other than English.  
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